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Centre Contact Information
If you do not want your email and/or phone listed here, please contact the editor. 

Council Positions

President Orla Aaquist

Past-president David Cleary

Vice-president Krista Stefan

Secretary Luca Vanzella

Treasurer Cheryl Salava

Co-Nat'l Council Rep Bruce McCurdy

Co-Nat'l Council Rep Roy Ramdeen

Councillor Sharon Tansey

Councillor Alicja Borowski

Councillor Sheldon Helbert

Councillor Andrew Soon

Councillor VACANT

Observing Group Chair Larry Wood

Stardust Editor Michael Ward

Portfolio Positions

Archive Liaison VACANT

Astronomy Days Coordinator VACANT

Casino Manager Franklin Loehde

Equipment Director Bob Jahrig

George Moores Workshop Coord Sherry Campbell

Librarian Shannon Austman

Librarian (backup) Vicki Huntsman

Light Pollution Abatemen Committee Chair John Cliff

Membership Secretary Mark MacDonald

New Member Advisor Pat Abbott

Outreach Coordinator Dave Robinson

Public Education Director Sherrilyn Jahrig

Public Relations/Promotion Officer Shelly Sodergren

Scope Rentals Larry Wood

Scope Rentals - backup Roy Ramdeen

Social Director Dave Cleary

Speaker Coordinator Orla Aaquist

Stardust Distribution Mark MacDonald

Web-site Administrator Howard Gibbins

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre
c/o Telus World of Science
11212 – 142 St
Edmonton, AB, Canada, TM5 4A1

CentreWebsite http://www. edmontonrasc. com

Observing Deck 452-9100 ext 2249

Stardust Articles to Stardust may be submitted by email to mward@interbaun. com or aaquisto@macewan. ca or 
edmpresident@edmontonrasc. com. Submission deadline is the last day of the previous month (e. g. for the May 
issue submit by 30 Apr). Preferred format is MSOffice OR OpenOffice OR AbiWord OR plain text. For 
alternative forms of delivery, call Michael Ward (editor, 439-3584) or Orla Aaquist (assistant editor, 486-8661). 
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, Deadlines, Announcements

Money Motions

Money Motion 1: Dave Cleary moved and Bruce McCurdy seconded that Council recommends to the Centre that up 
to $20,000 be designated for the celebration of the creation of the Beaver Hills Dark Sky Preserve on September 3, 
2006, funds to derived from the Casino Fund first and General Fund as appropriate. Carried unanimously.

Money Motion 2: Dave Robinson moved and Bruce McCurdy seconded that Council recommends to the Centre that 
up to $15,000 from the Casino Fund be designated for the Black Nugget Lake Observatory Shared Cost Facilities 
Fund, subject to approval from the Gaming Commission and a suitable lease from Beaver County. Carried 
unanimously.

Important Dates

May 6 Astronomy Day
May 8 General Meeting (Members' Night)
May 13/14 Casino (Volunteers needed!)
May 27 Observing Deck Volunteer Party at Paulson's
May 30 Council Meeting, EBA Engineering, 14940 - 123 Ave, 7:15pm
June 12 General Meeting (Members' Night)

Observing schedule (note no dates for June) Star Parties
May 26 & 27 October 20 & 21 Aug. 18 – 27 Mount Kobau Star Party
July 28 & 29 November 17 & 18 Aug. 24 – 27 Saskatchewan Summer Star Party
August 25 & 26 December 15 & 16 Sep 26 – Oct 1 Northern Prairie Starfest
September 22 & 23

Casino Back-Ups Needed! Franklin 477-8881 or fcloehde@telusplanet. net

On May 13&14 weekend we need about 10 people who can serve as back-ups for the 39 who have already volunteered to serve either 
during the day or evening   and either as cashiers, chip runners or in the 9:30 pm time slot in the count-room. Lots of fun with good 
companionship. Please call me, Franklin, at 477-8881 or email me at fcloehde@telusplanet. net  Thanks for your help. 

Sidewalk Astronomy: Volunteers required for one night only

Camp Maskepetoon located at Pigeon Lake, will be celebrating their 50th anniversary on Saturday, September 2, 2006 where 100 
campers will be hoping for clear skies so they can look through telescopes at the night sky.  If you are available to assist with this event, 
please contact Harris Christian at (780) 929-2153 or write to harrikarri@shaw. ca. If you do not own a telescope but still wish to 
attend, we have already been given access to loaner telescopes for this date. 

Looking for Volunteers

Like spending time outdoors, meeting people, sharing your knowledge, love, and appreciation of astronomy? Want an opportunity to look 
to the heavens with a variety of scopes? The TWOS Observatory is heading towards their summer hours which means that the 
observatory will be open every day, weather permitting. Current hours are Friday, Saturday, and Sunday night, 7 to 10; and Saturday 
and Sunday afternoons from 1 to 4. By the end of June, and until Labor Day, our daily hours will be 1 to 5, and 6:30 to 10, again 
weather permitting. We currently have a need for additional volunteers as some of our current volunteers will be on leave and/or summer 
vacation with their families. You can volunteer as an RASC member, or you can volunteer formally as a TWOS volunteer, which does 
provide you with additional benefits. If you have the time, and are interested in contributing, please contact:
Cornelia 482- 6775 or cgblunck@telus. net or
Frank 452 – 9100, ext. 2295 or Frankf@telusworldofscienceedmonton. com

Congratulations to Robert Casgrain for earning the National  Messier Certificate!
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Editor's Message

NOTE regarding the June issue of Stardust: your editor is moving the week of 1 June and will probably be without 
telephone or (ARGH!) internet for for several days either side of that date. I don't expect the June issue to be late, but 
you may not receive prompt confirmation that I have received your articles. 

President’s Message by Orla Aaquist

Sherry Campbell, Krista Stefan, Cornelia Blunck, and Paul 
Campbell are last months Centre heroes for arranging a most 
enjoyable and successful George Moores Astronomy Workshop 
(GMAW). No Centre business, no request for volunteers, no 
minutes taken: Just astronomy. Well worth the $90. Let’s do it 
again.

Kudos also to Harris Christian, Wayne Malkin, and Gerard 
Moorman for representing our Centre at the Edmonton Regional 
Science Fair on April 8. As a result of their efforts, I received the 
following email from a parent, Gary Braeuer, “This year my 
daughter Emily participated in the Edmonton Regional Science  
Fair held at NAIT on April 7-9. Along with a classmate from 
Aurora Charter School, the two girls researched black holes and 
constructed a model of space. For their efforts they were  
rewarded with first place in the astronomical category, which I  
believe was sponsored by the Royal Astronomical Society,  
Edmonton Chapter. You can imagine how thrilling this 
recognition was for a ten year old and her parents. Since this 
event, there is a renewed emphasis on science education in our  
household. I have even caught Emily sneaking into the TV room 
to watch shows about the solar system on Discovery Channel and 
movie night took us to the star theatre at the Telus World of  
Science and not our usual trip to the Cineplex.” This brief 
message, from an appreciative parent, is the heart and soul behind 
the volunteering efforts of our Society. It is our greatest reward. 
It’s what it’s all about. 

If you want to help us influence some your minds and old 
hearts, then talk to Cornelia Blunck, our Observing Deck 
Activities Coordinator (the ODAC, the ORC of the Deck; this will 
have meaning to some people). We are in need of fresh blood on 
the Observing Deck because the VAMPIRES need feeding (Very 
Amazed Members of the Public Inspired by Really Exciting Stars). 
If you are new to the Centre, then the Observing Deck is probably 
the best place to nourish your interest in astronomy. 
Another way to become involved with Centre activities is to help 
out with our public education efforts, organized mainly by Dave 
Robinson our OutReach Coordinator (ORC, see above reference). 
Members with astronomical knowledge and experience are often 
asked to make public presentation to schools and special interest 
groups, and they appreciate help to transport equipment, set up 
presentations, and help supervising telescopes when showing the 
night sky. In particular, Harris Christian (christianh@inac-
ainc.gc.ca) is asking for volunteers on Sep 2 for a sidewalk 
astronomy session at Camp Maskepatoon at Pigeon Lake. Also, I 
am giving a talk at the Provincial Parks Conference in Lac La 
Biche on September 15 and would like to have someone along for 
the two hour trip and to help out with the telescopes and to take a 

couple of pictures of the event. Of course, if you are an 
experienced observer, that’s good too.

I try to give recognition to members who volunteer, especially 
new members. It is hard to remember everyone, so I ask the more 
seasoned members to remind me when someone steps forward to 
help out. In fact, there is no reason why you cannot stand up and 
make an announcement at a monthly meeting or submit a note of 
thanks to Stardust. This month, tanks go to Roy Ramdeen, Vicki 
Huntsman, Luca Vanzella, Donna-Lee May, and Doug and Joan 
Hube. Roy Ramdeen volunteered to take over the Council position 
of National Representative from Andrew Low, who had to step 
down due to health issues. Andrew is still on council, by the way. 
Vickie Huntsman volunteered to act as Librarian backup to help 
out Shannon Austman, who is doing a bang-up job keeping track 
of our growing library holdings. Luca Vanzella (who would make 
a great vice president next year… I’m just checking to see if Luca 
reads the President’s Report), volunteered to do the final editing of 
our newly scripted By-Laws and send them off to National for 
approval. Donna-Lee May surfaced at the last minute to coordinate 
our Astronomy Day efforts. Doug and Joan Hube answered my 
call to represent the RASC at Earth Day, which happened to 
coincide with the last day of the GMAW.

Finally, there are two huge developments within our Centre 
that will impact significantly on our organization. One is the 
progress made by the Black Nugget Lake Observatory Committee, 
headed up by Dave Robinson and Roman Unyk. From the looks of 
it, our Centre, with membership approval at the May 8 general 
meeting, will make a financial commitment to this project this 
summer. Potentially, a large portion of our Casino funds will be 
directed in this direction, so pay close attention to this project if 
you want an opportunity to help, provide input and feedback. 

The second significant development within our Centre is the 
upcoming, September 3 declaration of the Beaver Hill Dark Sky 
Preserve, announced at the April meeting. This project has been 
over  two years  in  the  making, driven mainly by the  vision of 
several dedicated Centre members, chief among whom are John 
Cliff,  Sherrilyn  Jahrig,  Warren  Finlay,  Bruce  McCurdy,  Dave 
Robinson, Paul Campbell, Howard Gibbins, Scott Henderson, and 
Rick Huziak. Over the course of the summer, Sherrilyn Jahrig will 
be coordinating the September 3 event from the RASC side, along 
with Parks Canada and Alberta Community Development. At the 
April  Council  meeting,  Council  reinstated  Sherrilyn  as  Public 
Education Director in order to give her official Centre status to 
carry out this task. If you want to be involved with this fantastic 
project, here is your chance; you probably do not need a lot of 
astronomy knowledge, either.  Talk to  Sherrilyn if  you want  to 
help.
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The Planets by Murray D. Paulson

Ahh, the solar eclipse last month was great! Three minutes 
and 45 seconds of totality at our Mediterranean coast hotel in 
Turkey was a fine sight indeed. Now to plan for the next one. That 
piggy bank is a tad skinny now. Our group of 15 travelers enjoyed 
the time we spent in Turkey and the bonus of a near perfect solar 
eclipse. Check out your traveling calendar. The next big one is in 
2009 and it crosses China. 5 minutes and 57 seconds at the 
Shanghai coast and 6 minutes and 39 seconds out in the pacific. 
There is one that starts in the high Canadian Arctic in 2008 and it 
slides across the polar regions and down through Siberia, 
Mongolia and western China. Start saving your pennies now.

The beginning of may sees Mercury coming back from a 
morning apparition, headed to it’s May 18th superior conjunction 
with the sun. On that date, Mercury will pass less than one arc 
minute above the sun. No, Don’t bother looking for it! In the latter 
part of the month, Mercury will make it’s way into the evening 
sky, headed to a June elongation. With the summer twilight 
advancing upon us, Mercury will remain a daytime pursuit this 
month and next. The incline of the ecliptic is also unfavorable for 
an evening apparition and further compounds the summer 
twilight.. On June 1, Mercury will sit 16 degrees from the sun, and 
shines at magnitude –0.8. You will se the gibbous 5.8” disc in the 
eyepiece. On the evening of May 27 you can try for the very early 
new moon and mercury only separated by 3.2 degrees in the 
evening sky. The moon will sit just 12 degrees from the sun, and 
mercury will sit 2 degrees below and one degree south of the 
moon. Make note of where the sun sets, and ½ hour later, the 
moon will sit 5 degrees above that point. Good luck!

Venus still lights up the morning sky shining at magnitude –
4.0. It has dimmed a bit over the last month, and is now officially 
headed around the back side of the sun. At the beginning of the 
month, Venus presents a 16.6” gibbous disk at a 42 degree 
elongation from the sun. Venus rises an hour before the sun 
despite its great distance from the sun. This is due once again to 
the very shallow angle of the ecliptic in the morning sky. Save it 
for a daytime pursuit. By months end, Venus will have shrunk to 
14.1”, fatter gibbous phase, and shines at magnitude –3.9. Venus is 
now just 37 degrees from the sun. 

At the Astronomy workshop, I looked up and it took me a 
minute to recognize Mars sitting in the foot of Gemini. That 
constellation sure looked funny. Mars and Saturn have changed the 
constellation space into a rather distorted Pegasus square, a rather 
Picassoesque horse. Cool! I like these transient meta-
constellations. I have enjoyed Saturn flirting with the Beehive as 
well. Mars has faded and shrunk to a magnitude 1.5 4.9” mote of 
light. Still prominent, but not enough to catch your eye. By 
month's end, Mars will sit in Cancer as it closes in on Saturn and 
will now be at magnitude 1.6 with a 4.3” disk. Look for a 3 day 
old moon 2.5 degrees above Mars on May 30th. A nice photo op.

May is Jupiter month. Opposition was on May 4th at which 
time Jupiter shone at Magnitude –2.5 and it displayed a 44.7” disk 
in the eyepiece. 

At the Astronomy Workshop, we watched the Great Red Spot 
transit Jupiter’s meridian and noted the festoons in the Equatorial 
region. The seeing was variable, but when it came in, it was great. 
You only need a 3” or larger scope to see the GRS and enjoy 
Jupiter’s moons. Over the month you can watch the moons 
undergo eclipses, transits and occultations with Jupiter. A larger 
scope will let you discern the disks of those moons and helps 
identify them. I have included a table of interesting events over the 
next month, but for a full table, look in the observers handbook. 
Note that all times are in Universal time. This means that an event 
at 4:55 UT on May 11th actually occurs on May 10th at 10:55 pm. 
Just subtract 6 hours and keep track of the date. The May 11 event 
with Ganymede is a highpoint, and will be repeated a month later, 
don’t miss it. On May 11, a full moon will pass 5 degrees under 
Jupiter.

Saturn is still a good target in the early evening sky. It shines 
at magnitude 0.3 and shows a 17.8” disk in the eyepiece. Over the 
month, it makes its last pass through the Beehive for another 29 
years. Don’t miss it! I better get a shot this time round. On May 31 
just after dark, you will get a chance to see the 5 day old moon 
above Saturn and the Beehive. It should be a lovely binocular 
sight. Clear skies till then.
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New Members Report by Pat Abbott

Kevin Blomme has an old C8 which he has fixed up with 
encoders and SkyCommander digital setting circles. He has 
recently bought an Orion CCD camera and hopes to persue digital 
photography. He has done his observing from his city home and 
states that his neighbour has two "very nice security lights" aimed 
at Kevin's house. 

Marcel Van der Putten lives in St Albert. He does not have 
a telescope yet and wisely thinks he should try out several before 
taking the plunge. He is interested in observing at the deck. 

To all our new members: Cead mile failte (a hundred thousand 
welcomes)

Coming Soon: Beaver Hills Dark Sky Preserve by Bruce McCurdy

At its monthly meeting April 10, the Royal Astronomical 
Society of Canada's Edmonton Centre hosted a special guest with 
an extra-special announcement. Marilyn K. Peckett, Superintendent 
of Elk Island National Park, advised about 80 Centre members that 
the Beaver Hills Dark Sky Preserve is soon to become a reality. 

A partnership among Parks Canada, Alberta Parks and 
Protected Areas, and the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, 
Beaver Hills DSP will be officially declared Sunday, September 3 
at Elk Island's "Celebration of the Century", marking the hundredth 
anniversary of Canada's first game preserve and still Canada's only 
fenced national park. More details about the public celebration of 
the declaration will be released as arrangements are finalized -- 
which are in part dependent on the money motion elsewhere in 
Stardust -- but this event is certain to include significant 
astronomical programming supported by RASC volunteers.  

In addition to the entirety of Elk Island Park, which contains 
about 194 square kilometres, Beaver Hills DSP will encompass a 
larger area including sections of provincial protected areas 
Blackfoot Reserve and Cooking Lake Moraine for a total protected 
area of some 300 square km. 

RASC Edmonton Centre members have conducted dark-sky 
observing sessions at Blackfoot for over 20 years and at Elk Island 
prior to that, so the formal recognition and protection of this area's 

dark skies is a cause for celebration among local astronomers. 
Under the theme "Many Cultures, One Sky", the Beaver Hills 

DSP will raise public awareness in light pollution abatement, and 
support astronomical, environmental, and cultural interests. 
Scientific research of wildlife in a truly natural environment devoid 
of artificial lighting is also planned. Public astronomy 
programming in the parks, begun on a trial basis in 2005 by parks 
personnel using scopes, materials, and training provided by RASC, 
will be expanded. 

This initiative has been two years in the making. Led by 
Sherrilyn Jahrig, John Cliff, and Warren Finlay, over a dozen 
members of Edmonton Centre have contributed towards this effort. 
We have benefited from timely assistance of members of RASC's 
National Light Pollution and Abatement Committee and employees 
of Telus World of Science - Edmonton. Parks personnel, both 
national and provincial, have been universally helpful, sharing 
many common objectives with astronomers with respect to 
protection of the natural environment. We have made numerous 
additional useful contacts which may eventually result in future 
additional or expanded protected areas and the skies above them. 
We are delighted to have done our part to help make Beaver Hills 
DSP Canada's newest Dark Sky Preserve. 

Help Wanted: 75th anniversary of RASC Edmonton Centre by Bruce McCurdy

The Edmonton Centre of RASC will be celebrating its 75th 
anniversary in 2007.

As we reflect on our past successes, it is also a good time for 
the group to examine where we stand today and where we are going 
in the years ahead.  In reaching out to our community and in 
observing the cosmos beyond, we need to ensure we are also 
reaching our own members and meeting their needs and desires. 
Over the past decade we have seen our membership double to over 
250 people, a diverse group that includes experienced astronomers 
and novices, life and youth members, and an assortment of active 
observers, armchair astronomers, gadgeteers, educators, scientists, 
artists and more.  

In recent weeks your Council has been discussing the state of 
affairs within Edmonton Centre.  The favoured approach is that a 
task force will be struck with the specific mandate of reviewing all 
operations and services of the Centre.  This will be very much a 
consultative process; we will attempt to contact every member and 
solicit your feedback about how the club meets your needs, how it 
doesn't, and what steps might be taken to improve the package of 
services that you as a member receive.   All activities of the Centre 

are open to review, from club meetings and observing sessions, 
member services such as publications, volunteer and social 
activities, our public outreach efforts, and finances including the 
role of casino fundraising, to exciting new initiatives like 
the proposed Black Nugget Lake Observatory and of course the 
Beaver Hills Dark Sky Preserve.   

For this process to be fully open and effective, the task force 
must be inclusive and consist of a reasonable mix of current and 
former Councillors and members-at-large representing a broad 
cross-section of interests.  All members will be asked for input, but 
we especially encourage active participation in the process itself, 
which will include information-gathering, analysis, discussion and 
action plan. This would be a limited-time commitment: it 
is anticipated that the task force will report to the 75th Annual 
General Meeting of the Edmonton Centre, in January 2007. 

Members interested in helping with this review and renewal 
process, please speak to any Councillor or contact us through email 
or the Centre website. Once the members of the task force have 
been identified, a meeting will be called at which the Chair will be 
selected by the group. 
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Another “Failed” Expedition by Bruce McCurdy

You know you have found a wonderful hobby when even tales 
of failure and woe are so frequently uplifting. 

 On Monday evening, April 24, Mike Hoskinson and I went 
on a 600 km round trip in hopes of observing a particularly 
challenging asteroid occultation. A 9.4 magnitude star was to be 
occulted briefly by a 17th magnitude asteroid, the aptly-named 
1661 Granule. This space boulder was thought to be some 14 km 
in diameter, depending in part on whether it is a grain of salt or 
pepper. With luck, we would know more about it by night's end. 
With a lifetime batting average of just 1-for-7 in the challenging 
pursuit of asteroid occultations, I figured I was due, knowing full 
well that when it comes to astronomy, even false optimism can be 
amply rewarded.    

 We left Edmonton around 7 p.m. and returned home at 8 a.m. 
We encountered few difficulties in finding our sites, which 
straddled the predicted centreline, about 17 km apart. Since the 
path width -- wider than the asteroid itself due 
to Earth's curvature -- was 22 km, this separation assured the 
asteroid wouldn't slip between us, that we both had a roughly 
equal chance of observing an occultation, and that while it was 
unlikely we both would see it (unless the prediction was ~ 
perfect), there was a decent chance one of us would, and the other 
provide a constraint.

Around 22:30 my amiable companion dropped me off just 
outside a small community called Ardmore, while he himself later 
set up on the periphery of Grand Centre. It felt weird to be alone 
on the side of the road with my gear but no vehicle, but I wasn't 
spooked and set about patiently sweeping up the star field in 
binoculars, finder and prime focus. The target star was in Cancer 
just below Saturn and the Beehive, about 30 degrees above the 
western horizon. I was on the western side of the road so the 
occasional passing vehicle provided little interference. More 
problematic was the light breeze coming directly from the west, 
from which I was unable to shield my somewhat rickety 8-inch f 
/8.

As luck had it the wind kicked up right at the appointed 
minute, 23:58 MDT, which caused my view of the target star to be 
less than entirely consistent. I was looking for the star to simply 
wink off and right back on again; maximum duration was just 0.8 
second due to Granule's tiny size. But it wasn't to be, I am 100% 
confident that the star remained visible throughout. Hopefully 
Mike had better luck, I thought, better him than me in any event 
since he has video equipment as well as a visual station. I knew he 
would be an hour-plus to tear down and get back to me, so what 
are a boy and his telescope going to do on the side of a dark 
country road? My disappointment quickly evaporated into the 
night. 

Before I knew it Mike was back, sadly reporting a negative 
observation as well. It seems that he and his technology played an 
extended game of Whack-A-Mole with the ubiquitous Mr. 
Murphy, and in the end he was only able to conduct a visual 
observation equivalent to my own. Alas, all he was able to confirm 
was that nothing happens in Grand Centre at midnight on Monday, 
not even an innocuous asteroid occultation.
So the main purpose of our expedition had a disappointing result. 
That said, we were invigorated by the attempt, and there we were 
under a very dark sky with three telescopes and a pair of 
binoculars. Mike grabbed a "contingency sample" view of Comet 
Schwassmann-Wachmann 3 in my 8-inch before we packed my 
stuff in his van and set off in search of a better site. We stopped 

for gas in Bonnyville, and I listened with no little amusement as 
Mike patiently explained to a few of the local night owls what in 
the heck we city boys were up to. We either came across as 
sophisticated scientists or misguided nutbars, I'm not sure which. 

 After a bit of a search for a truly dark site, we finally found 
one with no lights whatsoever, and set up on the southeast shore of 
Moose Lake around 02:30. Man, was it ever dark. The Summer 
Milky Way was still rising in the east, yet the Cygnus Rift was 
very obvious, the split Milky Way appearing darker in its centre 
than the sky to either side. It gave me the distinct impression of 
dust rather than mere darkness. I didn't spend any time guessing a 
limiting magnitude, but it had to be close to 7. Better than 
Blackfoot, for sure. The mild aurora I'd seen earlier had subsided, 
and there was never a wisp of cloud the entire night.

We observed until the croaking of frogs had given way to the 
chirping of songbirds. I spent much of my available time 
examining the remarkable comets that currently grace our skies. 
Both fragments C and B were easy binocular targets, separated by 
slightly more than the 5 degree field in my Celestron Ultima 
10x50s, although it was a simple matter to sweep from one to the 
other. As chance had it, the two formed temporary triangular 
asterisms of similar size and shape, each to the right of the 
opposing vertical sides of Corona Borealis, which was transiting 
the meridian by then. In the eyepiece, the two shared a family 
resemblance in the tails, but the heads were unique beauties. I 
stared long and hard at B in particular, first through my 8-inch and 
then Mike's 10-inch f/6. I was fascinated that what I had initially 
seen as a headless comet had been reported to have multiple heads. 
Not beheaded, but bi-headed. For a time I thought I could resolve 
the two heads, but the coma had simply passed directly over an 
11th? magnitude field star, and after the passage of sufficient time 
it became apparent that while the rest of the comet moved the 
bright point remained stationary. The coma was distinctly 
elongated, but its detail remained just beyond my resolution. I was 
seeing better detail in our 8- and 10-inch scopes than I had through 
the biggest of scopes (15- and 16-inch) at the observing field at the 
George Moores Astronomy Workshop on Saturday night. How I 
wished I had one of them at my disposal now! It really was a 
fantastic night.

I also enjoyed viewing the superb pair of Jupiter and 
Zubenelgenubi low in the south. My 10x50s yielded five fifth-
magnitude companions, the four satellites of Jupiter and, at a 
slightly more inclined position angle from its primary, 
Zubenelgenubi B. This was the exact same piece of sky where I 
first saw Comet Hyakutake a decade ago, and Jupiter itself was 
very close to its position where it was bombarded by another 
fragmented comet one jovian revolution ago. As the sky 
brightened I had a longer, more stable look at this beautiful 
conjunction, first through Mike's 80mm finder scope, and then a 
spectacular view through his 4-inch rich-field refractor. Combined 
with a 40mm widefield eyepiece this scope yielded an amazing 
14x field of view of over 5 degrees! 

 I happened to be looking through the finder at this field when 
a third-magnitude meteor erupted directly between alpha star and 
alpha planet, disappearing a split second later still within the field 
of view a degree or two removed. This was not quite a point 
meteor, but it occurred very close to the Anthelion (a.k.a. 
Eclipticid) radiant, 165 degrees west of the Sun and 
passing Jupiter that very night. I had missed Granule winking out a 
star hours before, but now a grain of inter-planetary debris seemed 
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to be winking directly at me, just a little "thanks for coming". The 
empty feeling of having swung and missed was replaced by a 
serene sense of fulfilment, that the charged particle that is my own 
existence somehow belongs as a participating member of this 
magnificent cosmos.

Our return home was uneventful, with a couple of deer 
sightings and a brief stop at Bonny Lake campground (near Vilna) 
just before sun-up. Mike and I were probably the only humans for 
miles around this gorgeous spot, but there were waterfowl aplenty 
already tending to the affairs of the new day. The water was utterly 

calm beyond the ripples of ducks and geese, the spring air crisp 
and clean, the sky brightening in the east and the Belt of Venus 
sinking towards the western horizon. My sense of serenity was 
redoubled; if this isn't the most beautiful planet in that entire 
magnificent cosmos, it's got to be on the short list. The eye of this 
beholder had been denied its primary objective on this night, but 
rather than disappointment I felt exhilarated and privileged to be 
alive.

You know you have found a wonderful hobby when ...

For Sale: Sky Atlas 2000.0

Included in this package are: 
• The Northern Hemisphere laminated for outdoor use
• A Messier card
• A large Miller Planisphere

All brand new, never been used. This package is $50.00. Gerard Mooreman, Phone: 467-3215 and cell: 233-3211 email: 
moorman@telusplanet.net

For Sale: Celestron 10 inch (254mm) Reflector telescope (f4.7) 1200mm telescope

Comes complete with: 
GOTO Equatorial mount on 2" steel tube leg tripod 
Two 1.25" eyepieces (25mm & 10mm)
1.25" eyepiece adapter
2" eyepiece adapter
9 X 50 finder scope
Telrad Finder
12V-12AHr battery - just add inline female lighter plug (socket)
Power Adapter
Laser Collimator
Standard Collimator
Hard carry case for accessories
Portable table

Keith Tutton
Home: 467-2285 
Work: (0700hrs to 1500hrs Monday through Friday) 407-8210
email: ve6fq@shaw.ca
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For Sale (Spring Cleaning) – contact Roy Ramdeen – see Contacts on Page 2

Meade LX-5 - 8" Schmidt Cassegrain 2080/2110
about early 1980s
 Complete for visual observing, optics are good, scope needs very 
fine collimation. A good beginner scope that is non-goto.
Includes OTA/Forks/Drivebase
Dewshield
Kendrick 8" corrector dewstrap heater
Eyepiece/Visualback/Stardiagional
9x50 Finder/Red dot Finder
Deck motor
Hand Box 
Standard wedge
Field Tripod
Trunk for OTA and Base
$1000.00 or best offer

Tasco Starguide 4GT Telescope 
Aperture:102mm (4") Maksutov-Cassegrain  
F ratio F/13
Go-To/Pec
Red Dot Finder
1.25 eyepiece 25mm MA Eyepiece - (53x) 
1.25 eyepiece 10mm MA Eyepiece - (133x).
Lightweight aluminum tripod with adjustable 
wedge  
The Sky Level I Astronomy Software 
NexStar Observer's List (NSOL) control 
software
Carrying case included/Original boxes
$650.00 or best offer

EDMONTON CENTRE RASC TELESCOPE RENTAL PROGRAM
Contacts
Larry Wood - 488 8082
Roy Ramdeen – 633 1274

Purpose
To make available telescopes for members and future members who would like an introduction to a telescope and to help in deciding 
what kind of telescope would fit their needs. The program also provides an outreach for members who don’t actively observe but still 
would like a telescope for a special event, i.e. travel, eclipse, comet.

Rental Scopes
• Meade 90mm Refractor: FL 1000mm, good for all around, nice for city viewing, good planetary scope.
• Coulter  8" F/6 Dobsonian:  FL 1220mm, best, easy to starhop, wide field of view, optics good, good for deep-sky, has a Telrad.
• Meade ETX 90mm:  FL 1250mm, excellent on planets, most PNs, solar, nice for travel.
• Kids’ Scope” – 6-inch on equatorial mount.

Cost 
• Members:  $15.00/month and a promise to return in good shape
• Non-members: $30.00/month and Credit Card imprint

*Scopes not returned after one month is charged double the rate.

Where to Rent
Telescopes can be rented at the monthly meeting for a period of one month.  If renter is unable to make it to a meeting, please call 
contacts for other arrangements. Telescopes are due for return at the following meeting. If the instrument is not reserved for that month 
an additional month can be granted.

Care of Scopes
Telescopes are finely tuned precision instruments, General kind care should be taken with when using and after care use. Please allow 
optics to dry thoroughly before capping and storing.  
*Please do not attempt any maintenance on instruments. This includes optical cleaning or optical alignment, as well as do not  
attempt to disassemble telescopes in any way. If there is a performance Issue please inform rental contacts.

Safety
Telescopes can provide hours of enjoyment and enrichment, when used properly to explore our universe. Never point your telescope at 
the sun unless filtered. The same applies to the finder.
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